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The Werewolf Storytellers Companion contains heaps of information to enhance a Storyteller's

game - whether it's details on the enigmatic Stargazers and why they left, or a more detailed look at

the various antagonists that oppose the Garou.
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On my first glance, I was extremely annoyed at this book. Very little of it was original, most of the

information simply glossing over what's to be found in other books. But as I read through it, I

softened up a bit. True, those of us who have been with Werewolf since first edition (remember

page XX?) can safely pass this volume by. But for newcomers, especially those who's first taste of

the game is from the Revised edition, this is a useful source.There is information on the newly

departed Stargazers which is good reading if you are following White Wolf's metaplot, otherwise just

refer to 2nd edition or tribebook. Enough information is given on the other werecreatures (Nuwisha,

Bastet, etc.) to come up with a one-shot NPC, similar to the information the core rulebook gives on

Vampires, Mages, Changelings, etc. If you want the troupe to become more entangled with the

other Fera, you'd be better off getting the Players Guide or the various Changing Breed books.The

information given on caerns, septs and moots is a must read if you don't already have the Players

Guide. This is stuff that really should have made it into the core rulebook as it is the basis for much

of Garou society.Also included are stats for animals ranging from foxes to anacondas, more



suggestions for what acts garner what Renown, and how much the Garou know (and how they

view) the other supernatural denizens of the World of Darkness. These are useful tools for those

already familiar with Werewolf.I have a hard time buying that there wasn't enough room in the core

rules for this information (especially the eight or so pages of caern info), but in the end deciding

whether to purchase this depends on your familiarity with the game. Old hands should probably

save their money for another sourcebook.
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